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Inhibition
A key step to inhibit severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection is to pre-
vent the entry of the virus into the host cells. The receptor-binding domains (RBDs) of spike proteins of
SARS-CoV and other human coronaviruses utilize heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) as the primary
receptors for their accumulation on the cell surface and then scan for binding to the main entry receptor
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 share structurally similar RBDs and
therefore, it is possible that SARS-COV-2 primarily binds to HSPGs followed by binding to the ACE2 recep-
tors. A promising strategy to inhibit virus infection is to circulate exogenous bioactive moieties struc-
turally mimicking cellular HSPG and ACE2 which act as decoy receptors binding to SARS-CoV-2 and
competitively inhibit virus entry to the host cells mediated by cellular-bound HSPG and ACE2. Using a
molecular docking tool, we identified carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate (CMBS) and polyanethole-
sulfonic acid (PAS) as the suitable HSPG mimicking ligands, and Paenibacillus sp. B38-derived car-
boxypeptidase (B38-CAP) and Bacillus subtilis-derived carboxypeptidase (BS-CAP) as the potential
ACE2-like enzymes having a strong binding affinity to the spike proteins as that of cellular HSPG and
ACE2. Further, the binding stability and compactness of these moieties with SARS-CoV-2 were analyzed
through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and the results indicated that these moieties form well-
stable complexes with the RBD of spike proteins. The identified moieties could be conjugated to the sur-
faces of non-toxic nanoparticles to provide multiple interactions to efficiently shield SARS-CoV-2, and
inhibit viral entry to the host cells.

� 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Highly infectious and transmissible severe acute respiratory
syndrome corona virus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is responsible for the glo-
bal pandemic outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Being
first reported in Wuhan, China in 2019, it gradually spread all over
the world and created a serious threat to human health and public
safety. Patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 experience mild to mod-
erate respiratory diseases like dyspnea, dry cough, fatigue, fever,
and pneumonia, while some with primary medical conditions like
diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer develop serious
issues like multiple organ failure or death [1–4]. World Health
Organization (WHO) statistics (as of October 2022) reveal that
around 619 million cases and 6.5 million deaths are due to this
contagious viral body [5]. Other variant forms of SARS-CoV-2 are
the SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) reported in 2003 and 2012, respectively. SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 strains share 73 to 76 percent similarity in their
RNA [6,7] and target angiotensin-converting enzyme Ⅱ (ACE2)
receptors present on the cell membrane for their entry to the host
cells with a similar binding mechanism [8–11]. SARS-CoV-2 is a
single-stranded positive-sense large RNA virus and the spike pro-
teins present on its surface facilitate it’s entry into the host cell
[11]. The spike proteins contain functional S1 and S2 subunits, with
S1 responsible for direct binding to the ACE2 through its receptor-
binding domain (RBD) and S2 responsible for the membrane fusion
of the virus with the host cell membrane [6,8,12,13]. Spike protein
is a trimer complex with 3 RBDs which helps in the interaction of
the virus with the cell surface receptors through the receptor-
binding motifs (RBMs) present in them [13].
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ACE2 (a type I membrane protein) receptors are broadly
expressed, including alveolar cells of lungs, capillary cells of organs
like lungs, kidneys, gut, central nervous system, and monocytes or
macrophages [13,14]. An important function of membrane-bound
ACE2 is to catalyze the degradation of the angiotensin Ⅱ to angio-
tensin 1 to 7 [13,15]. Angiotensin Ⅱ is a bioactive peptide present
in the renin-angiotensin system, extensively involved in the devel-
opment of cardiovascular diseases (hypertension, myocardial
infarction, heart failure), increased blood pressure, cytokine storm,
endothelial injury, and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
[11]. However, the unfortunate scenario of SARS-CoV-2 binding to
the ACE2 receptors significantly decreases the ACE2 expression at
the external surfaces of the cell membrane, which results in com-
plete loss of these receptors’ catalytic activity [13]. Once SARS-
CoV-2 binds to ACE2, the viral spike proteins dissociate into S1
and S2 subunits, and the RBMs present in the RBDs of S1 subunit
get attached to the protease domain of ACE2 (through its interac-
tion with alpha1 and alpha 2 helices) [11]. After binding, the S1
subunit gets detached and the cleavage sites of the S2 subunit
are exposed, which then gets cleaved by the protease domain of
ACE2; marking as an important process for virus infection [13].

Several studies reveal that heparin sulfate proteoglycans
(HSPG) receptors (polysaccharide in nature) present on the exter-
nal surfaces of the cell membrane acts as receptors (in addition
to ACE2) for the binding of SARS-CoV [16–25]. The RBDs in spike
S1 proteins of SARS-CoV have heparin sulfate binding sites which
help them to bind with HSPG receptors. The virus utilizes HSPGs
as the primary receptors for their accumulation on the cell surface
and then scans (viral surfing) for ACE2 for its entry into the cells
[26,27]. SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 share structurally similar RBDs
and therefore, it is possible that SARS-COV-2 primarily binds to
HSPGs followed by binding to the ACE2 receptors [6,7]. Also, it is
reported that the interaction of HSPG with the spike protein of
Fig. 1. Schematic of the SARS-CoV-2 virus entry inhibition mechanism in the presence o
converting enzyme II (ACE2) mimicking moieties. (A) Conventional entry of virus to th
Proposed mechanism of inhibition of virus entry to the cell by circulating bioactive che

2

SARS-CoV-2 results in a conformational change in its RBD and facil-
itates its binding with ACE2 [28,29,30].

Many of the antiviral drugs used to treat other viral diseases
were initially proclaimed to be effective against SARS-CoV-2. How-
ever, their efficacy against COVID-19 disease in terms of either
reducing the mortality rate or hospitalization time of patients
was later disproved. Therefore, the search for other non-toxic
and broadly active agents that specifically inhibit SARS-CoV-2
infections remains urgent. The present work addresses the identi-
fication of bioactive moieties structurally mimicking cellular-
bound HSPG and ACE2 receptors with a strong binding affinity to
the spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 through molecular docking stud-
ies and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Once the identified
bioactive moieties are circulated in the soluble form, they act as
decoy receptors binding to SARS-CoV-2, thus resulting a competi-
tive inhibition for virus entry to the cells mediated by the
cellular-bound HSPG and ACE2. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the
proposed SARS-CoV-2 entry inhibition mechanism in presence of
a soluble form of exogenous HSPG and ACE2 mimicking moieties.

In this work, we first performed molecular docking of RBD of
spike protein with cellular-bound HSPG and ACE2 and determined
their binding affinities. Secondly, the binding affinities of HSPG
mimicking ligands and ACE2-like enzymes were predicted by
docking them with the RBD of the spike protein. Comparison of
the docking results led us to identify appropriate HSPG mimicking
ligands and ACE2-like enzymes exhibiting strong binding affinity
towards the viral spike protein as that of cellular HSPG and
ACE2. To understand how well these identified ligands and
enzymes form stable complexes with the spike proteins, we per-
formed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and investigated
their binding stability, flexibility, structure compactness, the free
energy of binding (for protein–protein complex), and interaction
energy (for protein–protein complex). Thus, the present in silico
f a soluble form of exogenous heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) and angiotensin-
e cells via binding with HSPG and ACE2 receptors of the host cell membrane (B)
mical moieties structurally mimicking cellular HSPG and ACE2.
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studies is aimed toward the identification of potential structurally
mimicking bioactive moieties of HSPG and ACE2 showing a stable
and stronger binding with the spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 which
helps in competitive inhibition of the virus entry to the host cells.
2. Methodology

2.1. Screening of HSPG mimicking ligands and ACE2-like enzymes

To identify and recognize the suitable HSPG and ACE2 mimick-
ing moieties resulting strong and stable complex formation with
the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, it is necessary to understand
the factors leading to the close interaction between the moieties
and the virus. It is reported that the sulphonic acid, R-S(=O)2-OH
functional group of cellular HSPG helps in binding to the RBD of
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein [32–35]. We have screened 12 such
chemical moieties with sulphonic acid and other functional groups
(Table 1) carrying similar molecular structures of cellular HSPG
and studied their binding affinity with the RBD of the spike protein
of SARS-CoV-2. Similarly, we have screened three bacterial-derived
carboxypeptidases B38-CAP, BS-CAP, and BA-CAP as ACE2-like
Table 1
List of screened cellular heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) mimicking ligands and
their functional groups responsible for binding with RBD of spike proteins of SARS-
CoV-2.

S. No Ligand Name Functional
Group

1 CMBS (Carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate)

2
Polyanetholesulfonic acid (PAS)

3
6-((3,4-dihydroxy phenethyl) amino)-6-
isohexane-1-sulfonate (DOS)

4
2-acrylamide 2-methyl propane sulfonic acid
(PAMPS)

5
N-Sulfo-Glucosamine (SGA)

6
Vinyl sulfonic acid (PVS)

7
11-Mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS)

8
Hexamethylene diisocyanate (HIC)

9
4-styrene sulfonic acid (PSS)

10
12-Mercapto-undecyl phosphoric acid (MUP)

11
Oligo(ethylene glycol) (EG2-oh)

12
2-Mercaptoethanesulfonate (MES)

3

enzymes (Fig. 2) having similar protein sequences and functional
features as that of cellular ACE2. Previous studies revealed that
bacterial-derived carboxypeptidases have a close resemblance to
the protein structures and enzyme sequences of ACE2 receptors,
supporting the possibility for a similar substrate binding prefer-
ences [31]. The sequence similarity among these protein structures
was evaluated using the pairwise sequence alignment analysis
tool, Emboss Needle (refer to Figs. S1, S2, and S3 of the supporting
information file).

2.2. Molecular docking studies

Molecular docking is an important tool used to identify favor-
able interactions between protein–ligand or protein–protein com-
plexes based on their binding affinity [36]. It also helps to predict
the types of interactions (van der Waal’s, hydrogen bond, amide,
pi-bonds, etc.), protein residues (amino acids) responsible for bind-
ing, and the distance between those binding residues. We per-
formed docking of RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and all
the HSPG mimicking ligands (listed in Table 1) and predicted their
binding affinities. Before docking, the molecular structures of all
the ligands were drawn using ChemSketch software and optimized
to the 3-dimensional structure. All the structures were then con-
verted to PDB forms using Open Babel software. We used AutoDock
software-defined with the standard set of input parameters and
performed standard docking calculations. Before docking, the
structure of the protein was edited to remove water, and extra
groups such as ligands and other inhibitors and added with polar
hydrogen. The charges were computed by adding Kollman and
Gasteiger charges before creating the PDBQT files or autodocking
form of the protein and ligand molecules. The roots for the ligand
additions were detected using MGL tools and the binding positions
through Discovery studio. The PDB structure of the spike protein of
SARS-CoV-2 was obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB
Id: 6M0J) and assigned to molecular docking form (PDBQT) using
MGLTools, AutoDock, and Discovery studio visualizer 2021. The
PDBQT files were then run on AutoDock Vina to determine the
binding affinity (in kcal/mol) of each ligand to the viral spike pro-
tein domain. From the docking output, we also accessed the docked
poses, types of interactions, and amino acids involved in the bind-
ing of ligands with the spike protein with the help of Discovery
Studio Visualizer 2021.

For the spike protein–protein docking, the crystallographic PDB
images and the sequences of the protein structures were down-
loaded from RCSB Protein Data Bank and GenBank. These include
SARS-CoV-2 (PDB Id: 6M0J), ACE2 (PDB Id: 1R4L), and bacterial
derived carboxypeptidases (ACE2-like enzymes), B38-CAP
(LC406946, GenBank), BS-CAP (PDB Id: 3HQ2), BA-CAP
(LC417450, GenBank). Protein-protein docking was performed
using the PRODIGY and ClusPro platform to identify suitable
ACE2-like enzyme(s) resulting stronger affinity to the RBD of spike
protein as that of cellular ACE2. From docking, we obtained the
binding affinity values (in kcal/mol), dissociation constant (M),
number of clusters and the resulting members, and number of
interfacial contacts present in the protein–protein complexes. We
also analyzed the amino acid residues present at the interface of
protein–protein complexes.

2.3. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies

The binding stability, compactness, and atomic fluctuations of
all the protein–ligand and protein–protein complexes were ana-
lyzed using MD simulations. Further, the binding free energy for
the protein–ligand complexes and the interaction energy for the
protein–protein complexes were calculated based on the MD sim-
ulation results. For protein–ligand and protein–protein systems,
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the simulations were performed using GROMACS 5.1.1 for 50 ns
time, using the GROMOS force field. The protein topology was pre-
pared using the GROMOS 87/96 force field and TIP3P water model
for all the protein molecules, and the ligand topology was devel-
oped with the help of an external tool, PRODRG 2.5 which uses
the GROMOS 87/96 force field. The protein–protein complexes
were solvated by the spc216 system and neutralized by adding
26 mol of sodium ions in the spike protein-ACE2 complex,
18 mol of sodium ions in spike protein-B38-CAP, and 54 mol of
sodium ions in spike protein-BS-CAP systems. Both the protein–li-
gand and protein–protein complexes were added to a cubic box
(15 � 15 � 15 nm) and centered before the solvation step.
Protein-ligand (cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS) complexes were
neutralized by adding 2 mol of chlorine. Further, the energy mini-
mization of the simulation system was achieved through 1000 kJ/-
mol steepest descents in 143 steps. To equilibrate all protein–
protein and protein–ligand complexes, a two-phase equilibration
process was carried out by NVT and NPT ensemble for 100 ps at
a constant temperature of 300 K and 1 atm pressure conditions.

Root mean square deviation (RMSD) plots were developed to
analyze the structural deviations of both HSPG mimicking ligands
and ACE2-like enzymes with the RBD of the spike protein during
the simulation. The details of atomic fluctuations and the compact-
ness of the complexes were determined using root mean square
fluctuation (RMSF) and radius of gyration (Rg) plots, respectively.
Further, the interaction energies of the protein–protein complexes
from the trajectory files obtained from the simulation, and the
binding free energy of the protein–ligand complex formed using
the free energy perturbation method were calculated. The binding
free energy of the protein–ligand complex was calculated by con-
sidering two phases of the protein–ligand system in which one
phase consists of the ligand in a de-coupled state (A) from the pro-
tein, and in the other phase, the ligand in a coupled state (B) to the
protein molecule. The free energy difference between the two
phases was calculated based on the concept of energy required
by the system to drag the ligand away from the protein, and a
higher energy (negative) indicates stronger affinity and higher
interaction stability. The calculated free energy difference by inte-
grating the potential mean force (PMF) (i.e., the average force
required to pull the ligand molecule away from the protein) was
then used to determine the binding free energy (DGbind). Bennet
Acceptance Ratio (BAR) [37] method was used to calculate DGbind.
Considering the states A and B, then

pA

pB
¼ exp½FA � FB

kBT
�

where, pA and pB are the relative probabilities of the ligand in a
de-coupled and coupled state, respectively. FA � FB is the free
energy difference, and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
the temperature. For free energy difference calculations, we inte-
grated the interaction strength between the ligand and the rest
of the system by a variable k which ranges from 0 to 1. At k = 0,
the ligand is dragged away from the protein to a vacuum state,
where there is no interaction between the ligand and the rest of
the system. At k = 1, the ligand is bound to the protein molecule.
If the free energy for de-coupling of the ligand from the rest of
the system is DG1 and the free energy for coupling the ligand to
the system is DG2, then DGbind ¼ DG1 þ DG2.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Protein-ligand docking

All the screened HSPG mimicking ligands (listed in Table 1) and
cellular HSPG were docked with the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-
4

tein and their respective binding affinities were predicted to
choose appropriate ligands showing a stronger binding affinity
for the spike protein as that of cellular HSPG. Binding affinity is
expressed in kcal/mol, and a more negative affinity value is a mea-
sure of stronger interaction between a protein and a ligand. Table 2
shows the ligands ranked based on their binding affinity values,
and the top two ligands showing the binding affinity values closer
to that of cellular HSPG were identified as the best possible HSPG
mimicking ligands that can strongly bind to the spike protein.
For all the protein–ligand molecular docking analyses, a total of
three runs have been performed and the average values are
reported. Table S4 (of Supplementary file) shows the binding affin-
ity values of all the protein–ligand complexes recorded from the
three runs, and also the number of conformers present. Based on
the rank of the conformers and the highest binding affinity values
appropriate the top two ligands were chosen for MD simulation
studies. From Table 2 and also from Table S4 (of Supplementary
file), we find that carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate (CMBS)
and polyanetholesulfonic acid (PAS) ligands exhibit the respective
binding affinity value of �7.3 and �7.1 kcal/mol; which are the
closest to the binding affinity value of cellular HSPG (-7.7 kcal/
mol). Thus, the identified CMBS and PAS ligands could be used as
potential moieties which can strongly bind to the RBD of spike pro-
tein and effectively inhibit SARS-CoV-2 entry to the host cells.

Fig. 3 shows the docked poses of the cellular HSPG, CMBS, and
PAS during their interaction with the active sites of the spike pro-
tein. These ligands form van der Waal’s, hydrogen, pi-alkyl, pi-
cation/anion, and amide pi-stacked bonds with the RBD of spike
protein, and the amino acid residues of spike proteins taking part
during the interaction are shown in Table 3. Further, the 2-
dimensional structures depicting the spike protein–ligand interac-
tions, amino acids of protein, and ligand atoms participating in the
formation of a protein–ligand complex labeled by bond length and
nature of bonds are illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.2. Protein-protein docking

The RBD of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was docked with cellular
ACE2 and bacterial-derived carboxypeptidases B38-CAP, BS-CAP,
and BA-CAP (ACE2-like enzymes) (shown in Fig. 2), and their bind-
ing affinity values, dissociation constant, and interfacial contacts
directly obtained from PRODIGY platform are shown in Table 4.

The dissociation constant is a measure of affinity, and a smaller
value of the dissociation constant indicates a more tightly binding
or higher affinity between two or more interacting molecules [38].
A higher number of interfacial contacts represent the formation of
more stable complexes. All the ACE2-like enzymes were ranked
based on the highest negative binding affinity, lowest dissociation
constant, and higher number of interfacial contacts. Though all
these enzymes show closer binding affinity values for RBD of spike
protein as that of cellular ACE2, the number of interfacial contacts
for the spike protein-BA-CAP complex is very much lesser than the
spike protein-cellular ACE2 complex. Therefore, we identified BS-
CAP and B38-CAP as the most suitable ACE2-like enzymes that
can be used as decoy receptors to bind to the spike protein and
competitively inhibit SARS-CoV-2 entry to the host cells.

The binding energy values for all the protein–protein complexes
were also obtained using ClusPro software. Table 5 shows the
number of cluster members, the lowest binding energy values
obtained in five conformers, and the average binding energy value
for each of them. These results also confirm that BS-CAP and B38-
CAP protein have a higher binding affinity towards the RBD of the
spike protein, and thus considered further for MD simulations
studies. Fig. 5 shows the amino acid residues present at the inter-
face, participating in the protein–protein complex formations. The
list of amino acid residues present at the interface of spike protein-



Fig. 2. Crystallographic images of the protein structures studied in this work. (A) RBD domain of spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 (PDB Id: 6M0J) (B) cellular angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (PDB ID: 1R4L) (C) B38-CAP (GenBank, LC406946) (D) BA-CAP (GenBank, LC417450) (E) BS-CAP (PDB ID: 3HQ2).

Table 2
Binding affinity values obtained from the molecular docking of RBD of SARS-CoV-2
spike protein and HSPG ligand complexes using Autodock Software.

S.
No

Ligands Binding affinity
(kcal/mol)

1 Heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) �7.7
2 CMBS (Carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate) �7.3
3 Polyanetholesulfonic acid (PAS) �7.1
4 6-((3,4-dihydroxy phenethyl) amino)-6-

oxohexane-1-sulfonate (DOS)
�6.6

5 2-acrylamide 2-methyl propane sulfonic acid
(PSA)

�6.4

6 N-Sulfo-Glucosamine (SGA) �5.7
7 Vinyl sulfonic acid (PVS) �5.5
8 11-Mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS) �5.5
9 Hexamethylene diisocyanate (HIC) �5.3
10 4-styrene sulfonic acid (PSS) �5.1
11 12-Mercapto-undecyl phosphoric acid (MUP) �5.1
12 Oligo(ethylene glycol) (EG2-oh) �4.8
13 2-Mercaptoethanesulfonate (MES) �4.4
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cellular ACE2 complex, spike protein-BS-CAP complex, and spike
protein- B38-CAP complex are shown in Tables S1, S2, and S3 of
the supplementary material file.
3.3. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation

To get insight into the dynamic perspective of the interactions
between RBD of spike protein with each ligand molecule (cellular
HSPG, CMBS, and PAS) and RBD of spike protein with protein (cel-
lular ACE2, BS-CAP, and B38-CAP) complexes, MD simulations
were performed. These ligands and proteins were chosen as they
exhibited the highest negative binding affinity values (towards
the RBD of spike protein) in the docking analysis, and are much clo-
ser to the binding affinity values shown by RBD of spike protein-
cellular HSPG and ACE2 protein. Using MD simulations, we aim
5

to understand the self-conformational perturbations exhibited by
the spike protein to attain stability and compactness with these
ligands and proteins. The simulation experiments gave us the tra-
jectories of RMSD and RMSF of Ca atoms of RBD of spike protein
with respect to the initial structure, and Rg of Ca atoms of RBD
of spike protein during its interaction with each of these ligands
and proteins. RMSD plots were developed to analyze the structural
deviations of HSPG mimicking ligands and ACE2-like enzymes
upon their interaction with the RBD of spike protein during the
simulation. The details of atomic fluctuations and the compactness
of these complexes were also determined using RMSF and Rg plots,
respectively. Further, the free energy of binding of protein–ligand
complexes and interaction energies of spike protein–protein com-
plexes were analyzed.

The initial two complexes RBD of spike protein-cellular HSPG
and RBD of spike protein-cellular ACE2 were set as the standards
to analyze the binding stability (based on RMSD and RMSF plots)
and compactness of the complexes (based on Rg plots) formed by
the mimicking ligands and proteins. Fig. 6 (A-C) shows the RMSD
plots of Ca atoms of RBD of spike protein (with respect to its initial
structure) during its complex formation with cellular HSPG, CMBS,
and PAS ligands, respectively. It is critical to analyze the RMSD of
spike protein Ca atoms which gives the binding or conformal sta-
bility with these ligands during the simulation. Low levels of RMSD
indicate high stability of the complex formed, or higher fluctua-
tions indicate lower binding stability [39]. The RBD of the spike
protein in complex with cellular HSPG shows (Fig. 6 A) a maximum
and minimum RMSD with very low levels of magnitudes ranging
from 0.1 to 0.5 nm, indicating conformational stability achieved
during simulation. The RMSD patterns of RBD of spike protein in
complex with CMBS (Fig. 6 B) and PAS (Fig. 6 C) also show similar
deviation values as that of cellular HSPG (below 0.5 nm), delineat-
ing strong conformational stability achieved by the spike protein
with these ligands. The fluctuations observed in the simulation tra-
jectories indicate that the spike protein experienced minor struc-



Fig. 3. Docked poses of (A) heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) (B) carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate (CMBS) (C) polyanetholesulfonic acid (PAS) ligands during their
interaction with the RBD of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, obtained from Discovery Studio Visualizer 2021. Hydrogen and other several bonds were involved in the
interaction between RBD and ligands.
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tural perturbations during its stable conformations with these
ligands. Also, the RMSD values of RBD in all three ligand complexes
are lower than the free RBDs, indicating that the RBD of spike pro-
tein achieves conformational stability upon its complex formation
with the ligands. Further, all the three ligands (cellular HSPG,
6

CMBS, and PAS) in their free state show (in Fig. 6 A-C) very low
deviations than the free RBDs, and RBD in complex with these
ligands; suggesting that they could be used as potential moieties
for effective SARS-CoV-2 inhibition. A few major fluctuations in
the trajectory of CMBS ligand can be observed at 10 ns and



Table 3
List of amino acid residues of RBD of spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 interacting with the cellular heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG), and HSPG mimicking ligands (CMBS, PAS)
classified based on the type of bonds formed.

Types of bonds Amino acids interacting with heparin sulfate
proteoglycan (HSPG)

Amino acids interacting with carboxymethyl benzyl
amide sulfonate (CMBS)

Amino acids interacting with poly
anethole sulfonic acid (PAS)

van der Waal’s Bond Valine 433, Isoleucine 410, Lysine 378,
Threonine 376, Valine 503, Proline 412,
Glutamine 414, Glycine 404

Tyrosine 421, Arginine 457, Tyrosine 489,
Phenylalanine 456, Tyrosine 453, Arginine 403,
Tyrosine 495, Tyrosine 505, Serine 494

Glycine 431, Phenylalanine 429,
Phenylalanine 515, Serine 514,
Tyrosine 396, Arginine 355

Hydrogen Bond Tyrosine 380, Tyrosine 508, Arginine 408 Tyrosine 473, Glutamine 493, Tyrosine 449, Glycine
496, Asparagine 501, Glutamine 498

Threonine 430

Amide- Pi Stacked
Bond

Valine 407 – –

Pi- Alkyl Bond Alanine 411 Leucine 455, Alanine 475 Leucine 518, Proline 426
Pi-Cation Bond – Lysine 417 –
Pi-Anion Bond – – Glutamic Acid 516

Fig. 4. 2-dimensional structures showing the amino acid residues binding with heparin sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) ligand indicating the type of bond and distance at which
the bonds are formed in (A) heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) (B) carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate (CMBS) (C) poly anethole sulfonic acid (PAS) during docking with
the RBD of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2.
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40 ns, however, the deviations are lower than 0.35 nm and less sig-
nificant as compared to the spike protein. A recent study showed
an acceptable RMSD range of 0.1 nm to 0.4 nm for SARS-CoV-2 pro-
tein and other ligand complexes [40], which is consistent with the
range observed in Fig. 6. Thus, the RMSD observations indicate that
the spike protein attains stable complexes with cellular HSPG,
CMBS, and PAS ligands during the simulations with minor struc-
tural perturbations.

The atoms (amino acids) of RBD of spike protein play a major
role in attaining stable conformation with these ligands. We used
RMSF to analyze the fluctuations (flexibility) of the atoms of spike
protein in attaining complex formation with the cellular HSPG,
CMBS, and PAS ligands (Fig. 7). RMSF gives a measure of the aver-
age movement of the atoms with respect to time calculated by the
7

positional displacement of atoms between each conformation and
averaged by many such conformations [41]. Atoms showing higher
levels of RMSF signify increased flexibility and a high potential for
complex formation [42]. The presence of a significant number of
peaks in all three trajectories (in Fig. 7A) indicates that the atoms
of RBD of spike proteins underwent significant fluctuations during
complex formation. The RMSF values of all three ligands are below
0.7 nm and indicate a similar interaction potentials; suggesting
that cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS ligands effectively attained
stable conformation within the binding pockets of the spike pro-
tein. The peaks observed for the spike protein- cellular HSPG com-
plex are due to the fluctuations in the spike protein amino acid
residues Ala 475, Gly 476, Ser 477, Thr 478, Pro 479, Cys 480,
Asn 481, Gly 482, Val 483, Glu 484, Gly 485. Among these, in spike



Table 4
Protein-protein docking results obtained from the PRODIGY platform.

S. No Protein-Protein
Complex

Binding affinity
(kcal/mol)

Dissociation
constant (M)

Interfacial
Contacts

1 S Protein-ACE2 �12.6 0.85 � 10�4 137
2 S Protein- BS-CAP �11.8 2.59 � 10�4 113
3 S Protein-B38-CAP �11.5 2.73 � 10�4 94
4 S Protein- BA-CAP �10.8 2.96 � 10�4 79

Table 5
Protein-Protein docking results obtained from ClusPro Software.

S. No Protein-Protein Complex Number of clusters Number of cluster members Lowest binding energy (kJ/mol) Average binding energy (kJ/mol)

1 RBD-ACE2 1 59 �769.7 �716.5
2 46 �727.2
3 42 �745.8
4 40 �679.0
5 37 �661.0

2 RBD-BS-CAP 1
2
3
4
5

54
54
43
41
39

�682.5
�746.1
�790.1
�625.2
�777.8

�718.3

2 RBD-B38-CAP 2 68 �634.9 �656.8
3 63 �639.9
4 56 �671.3
5 54 �667.5
5 40 �650.4

4 RBD-BA-CAP 1 34 �742.9 �645.2
2 34 �614.9
3 35 �636.7
4 33 �622.1
5 29 �609.6

Fig. 5. Amino acid interaction at the protein–protein interfaces obtained from the docking results. (A) RBD and cellular angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (B) RBD and
BS-CAP (C) RBD and B-38 CAP. The maroon color indicates the RBD of the spike protein.
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Fig. 6. RMSD plots of Ca atoms of RBD of SARS-CoV-2 during its complex formation with (A) cellular HSPG (B) CMBS and (C) PAS, in comparison to the RMSD of the respective
free RBDs and free ligands.
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protein- CMBS complex, Ala 475, Ser 477, Thr 478, Pro 479, Cys
480, Asn 481, Gly 482, Val 483, Glu 484, and Gly 485 are common
amino acid residues that fluctuated; whereas in spike protein- PAS
complex, Gly 476 and Ser 477 are the common amino acid residues
showed fluctuations.

Fig. 7 (B) shows the Rg of Ca atoms of RBD of spike protein dur-
ing its complex formation with the cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS
ligands, respectively. These plots provide insight into the distribu-
tion of atoms in a protein molecule and indicate the compactness
of structures. A steady range of Rg over the simulation time indi-
cates the compactness of the structures formed [43]. Also, a high
value of Rg depicts less tight packing of atoms, whereas, a low
value depicts tight packing [44]. For all protein–ligand complexes,
we can observe reasonably steady Rg values indicating that the Ca
atoms of RBD of spike protein are uniformly distributed and no loss
of protein function occurred during complex formation. All three
ligands exhibited closer Rg levels ranging from 1.7 nm to 1.8 nm
indicating tight packing of atoms and are consistent with the
acceptable range reported in a recent work [45]. Thus, the Rg anal-
ysis confirms that cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS ligands and the
spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 attain compact structures during
their complex formation.

Fig. 8(A) shows the RMSD plots of Ca atoms of RBD of spike pro-
tein during its complex formation with the cellular ACE2, BS-CAP,
and B38-CAP proteins. The RMSD values of the spike protein-BS-
CAP complex range from 0.12 nm to 0.55 nm, whereas, the RMSD
values of the spike protein-B38-CAP complex range from 0.19 nm
to 0.72 nm. The deviations in the positions of Ca atoms in these
complexes are concurrent with the RMSD values of spike
protein-cellular ACE2, which range from 0.21 nm to 0.62 nm. This
9

indicates their favorable binding with the spike protein during the
simulation run time. The trajectories show the maximum RMSD
values for the spike protein-BS-CAP and spike protein-B38-CAP
protein complexes of 0.5 nm and 0.7 nm, respectively. Comparing
these values, the lower RMSD value exhibited by the BS-CAP com-
plex suggests that it will achieve high conformational stability dur-
ing its interaction with the spike protein. The RMSF trajectories of
Ca atoms of RBD of spike protein during its complex formation
with cellular ACE2, BS-CAP, and B38-CAP protein are shown in
Fig. 8(B). The trajectories show a maximum RMSF value of
0.9 nm and 0.5 nm for the spike protein-B38-CAP complex and
spike protein-BS-CAP complex, respectively. The maximum RMSF
value exhibited by the spike protein-B38-CAP complex is higher
than the maximum RMSF value of the spike protein-ACE2 complex
(0.7 nm); suggesting that B38-CAP protein will achieve more favor-
able interaction during its complex formation with the spike pro-
tein as its atoms show increased flexibility during the
interaction. In spike protein-ACE2 complex, the fluctuations are
exhibited by the amino acid residues Asn 334, Leu 335, Val 362,
Thr 478, Pro 479, Cys 480, Asn 481, Ala 522, Thr 523, Pro 521,
Gly 526, His 519, and Cys 361 (of spike protein); Pro 135, Asp
136, Asn 137, Pro 138, Gln 139, Glu 140, Asp 615 (of ACE2). In
the case of spike protein-BS-CAP complex, the amino acid residues
of spike protein Lys 202, Ala 203, Phe 204, Lys 317, Lys 318, and
amino acid residues (Ile 47, Gln 49, Leu 50) of BS-CAP showed fluc-
tuations. Further, in the spike protein-B38-CAP complex, the spike
protein amino acid residues Phe 338, Leu 492, Gln 493, Leu 335,
and B38-CAP amino acid residue Gln 337 exhibited fluctuations.
Fig. 8(C) shows the Rg plots of Ca atoms of RBD of spike protein–
protein (cellular ACE2, BS-CAP, and B38-CAP) complexes. The



Fig. 7. RMSF (A) and Rg (B) plots of Ca atoms of RBD of SARS-CoV-2 during its complex formation with cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS ligands.
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stable Rg values observed for all the protein–protein complexes
indicate their compactness achieved over the simulation time.
The range of Rg values of spike protein-cellular ACE2 (3.0 nm to
3.2 nm) and spike protein-B38-CAP (2.7 nm to 3.0 nm) complexes
are much closer to each other depicting tight packing of atoms, and
a slightly higher Rg range exhibited by spike protein-BS-CAP com-
plex (3.5 nm to 3.7 nm) depicts less tight packing of atoms com-
pared to the other two complexes.

The binding free energy (DGbind) values of the RBD of spike
protein-HSPG, CMBS, and PAS ligand complexes calculated using
the free energy perturbation method are shown in Table 6.

Comparison of the DGbind values indicate that the CMBS ligand-
interacts more favorably with the RBD of spike protein (163.2 ± 10.
5 kJ/mol) as that of the HSPG ligand (�181.5 ± 20.1 kJ/mol) fol-
10
lowed by PAS ligand (�142.7 ± 25.1). The interaction energy values
of the RBD of spike protein–protein (ACE-2, BS-CAP, B38-CAP)
complexes calculated based on Lennard-Jones 1,4 (LJ-14) amino-
acid interactions using the GROMACS tool are given in Table 6.
The interaction energy values indicate that BS-CAP protein more
favorably interacts with the spike protein (�167.5 kJ/mol) like
ACE2 (�183.5 kJ/mol) followed by B38-CAP (-130.3 kJ/mol). The
calculations of binding free energy for spike protein-(CMBS and
PAS) ligands and interaction energy for the spike protein-BS-CAP
and B38-CAP protein further proved their strong binding behavior
in complex formation.

Thus the present in silico results suggests that the identified
HSPG mimicking ligands, CMBS and PAS; and the bacterial-
derived carboxypeptidase ACE2-like enzymes, BS-CAP and B38-



Fig. 8. RMSD (A), RMSF (B), and Rg (C) plots of Ca atoms of RBD of SARS-CoV-2 during its complex formation with cellular ACE2, BS-CAP, and B38-CAP proteins.

Table 6
Calculated binding free energies of protein–ligand complexes and interaction energies
of protein–protein complexes.

Spike protein–ligand complex Calculated free energy of binding,
(DGbind) (kJ/mol)

RBD-HSPG �181.5 ± 20.1
RBD-CMBS �163.6 ± 10.5
RBD-PAS �142.7 ± 25.1

Spike protein–protein Complex LJ-14 Interaction energy (kJ/mol)

RBD-ACE2 �183.5
RBD-BS-CAP �167.5
RBD-B38-CAP �130.3
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CAP exhibit a strong binding affinity for the RBD of the spike pro-
tein of SARS-COV-2 and form well stable complexes with flexibility
and high structure compactness. These bioactive molecules could
effectively bind to SARS-CoV-2 and result in the competitive inhi-
bition of the virus entry mediated by the cellular bound HSPG and
ACE2. However, further in-vitro and in-vivo experiments are neces-
sary to validate these results.
4. Conclusion

The search for novel compounds to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion remains a priority. In this work, we used a combined molecu-
lar docking and molecular dynamics simulation approach to
identify exogenous bioactive moieties structurally mimicking cel-
lular heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) and angiotensin-
11
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) which can be circulated in soluble
form to achieve competitive inhibition of virus entry to the host
cells mediated by cellular bound HSPG and ACE2. With this aim,
we screened a total of twelve structurally mimicking HSPG ligands
and three ACE2-like bacterially derived carboxypeptidase enzymes
and docked them against the active binding sites (RBD) of the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Based on their docking results, we iden-
tified carboxymethyl benzyl amide sulfonate (CMBS) and polyanet-
holesulfonic acid (PAS) as HSPG mimetic ligands; whereas
Paenibacillus sp. B38-derived carboxypeptidase (B38-CAP)
and Bacillus subtilis-derived carboxypeptidase (BS-CAP) were iden-
tified as the ACE-2 like enzymes to have a strong binding with the
spike protein as that of cellular HSPG and ACE2. To further under-
stand the conformational behavior of these moieties with the spike
protein, we carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
the spike protein–ligand (cellular HSPG, CMBS, and PAS) and spike
protein–protein (cellular ACE2, BS-CAP, and B38-CAP) complexes,
and evaluated their RMSD, RMSF, and Rg trajectories. Analysis of
the trajectories revealed that these moieties not only form well
stable complexes (RMSD plots) but also indicated the increased
flexibility of (i) spike protein towards the ligand and (ii) both spike
protein and ACE2-like enzymes for complex formation (RMSF
plots) and high structure compactness (Rg plots). Calculations
related to the binding free energies for all spike protein–ligand
complexes and interaction energies for all spike protein–protein
complexes also proved their strong complex formation. Thus the
present investigation reveals strong binding between the identified
moieties and the spike protein, therefore, they could be used as
potential decoy receptors to bind to SARS-CoV-2 to result in com-
petitive inhibition of virus entry to the host cells mediated by cel-
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lular bound HSPG and ACE2. In-vitro and in-vivo experimentations
could be be carried out further to verify and examine SARS-CoV-2
entry inhibition to the host cells in presence of these identified
molecules. For effective SARS-CoV-2 inhibition, the identified moi-
eties could be conjugated to the surfaces of non-toxic nanoparti-
cles to provide multiple interactions, thus can serve as potential
antiviral agents against COVID-19 disease.
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